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Abstract
The e-tourism is today an important field of the e-commerce. One specificity of this field is that consumers spend much time comparing many options on multiple websites before purchasing. It’s easy for consumers to forget the viewed offers or websites. The Behavioral Retargeting (BR) is a widely used technique for online advertising. It leverages consumers’ actions on advertisers’ websites and displays relevant ads on publishers’ websites. In this paper, we’re interested in the relevance of the displayed ads in the e-tourism field. We present MERLOT 1, a Semantic-based travel destination recommender system that can be deployed to improve the relevance of BR in the e-tourism field. We conducted a preliminary experiment with the real data of a French travel agency. The results of 33 participants showed very promising results with regards to the baseline according to all used metrics. By this paper, we wish to provide a novel viewpoint to address the BR relevance problem, different from the dominating machine learning approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The e-tourism is today an important field of the e-commerce. According to Google 2013 Traveler [11], more than 80% people do travel planning online. One specificity of this field is that consumers (more than 60%) spend much time comparing many options on multiple websites before purchasing because finding value is important. In average, 45 days are spent and 38 visits to travel sites are conducted before booking [5].

So when people leave a travel website, it doesn’t necessarily mean that they aren’t interested or don’t like the offers of the website. It might just mean that they want to compare with other options. In this stage of travel shopping, it’s easy for people to forget the offers or the name of the travel website. These people wouldn’t return and they are thus lost. Behavioral Retargeting (BR) is a widely used technique to address this problem. BR is a form of online targeted advertising. It leverages consumers’ actions on advertisers’ websites and displays relevant ads on publishers’ websites.
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1 http://www.criteo.com/
that they use mainly some machine learning collaborative filtering approach.

[7] evaluates whether indeed firms benefit from targeting consumers with information that is highly specific to their prior interest. The results showed that consumers who have developed narrowly constructed preferences have a greater focus on specific and detailed product information and therefore are more likely to respond positively to ads displaying specific products. [13] uses 7 days’ ads click-through log data coming from a commercial search engine to compare different Behavioral Targeting strategies and validate the effectiveness. The experiment results shows that Behavioral Targeting can do a great help for online advertising and using short term user behaviors to represent users is more effective than using long term user behaviors for BR. In this paper, we work in this direction. In the e-tourism case, with consumers frequently navigating, clicking, consulting and comparing, a rich short-term preferences profile is constructed implicitly. Based on the constructed profile, our system tries to display ads having relevant travel destinations.

The semantic approach that we propose calculates the relevance of two informational resources (e.g., persons, books, movies, keywords) by exploiting the paths between those two resources in a semantic graph. Semantic graphs, such as those resulting from publishing of Linked Data are data structures where informational resources of different types, each having a unique identifier – URI, are interconnected with links of different types. In the example given in the Figure 1, we can see the resource Paris connected with the resource France with the link of type “country”. This resource is also described with literal values for some of its properties (e.g. population, latitude). Resources sharing the same value for the same property may be considered implicitly linked.

![Figure 1. Example part of a semantic graph](image)

3. MERLOT 1 system

In this section, we present the design of the MERLOT 1 system.

3.1 Motivations and Main assumptions

The realization of MERLOT 1 is motivated both by user needs and by the developments in the technological context that offer great promises for the conception of next generation relevance engines. MERLOT 1 should reply to the following user needs:

- Provide plausible alternative destinations to a user’s current destination choice. This is especially useful if for some reason the user’s destination choice, in the given time interval does not allow the purchase of reasonably priced tickets and hotel arrangements, which often causes frustration with users having trouble to make a proper choice that fits their budget. The system should provide several, diverse enough recommendations in order to offer a relevant choice to the user.

- Leverage publicly available, Linked Data knowledge bases, relevant to travel, to augment the user behavior data, and glean deeper understanding of user actions, thus being able to provide more relevant ads with higher likelihood of click and conversion.

In the context of the exponential growth of public structured data sources, under the initiative called Linking Open Data2 and with the help of various governmental Open Data initiatives, the Web is now rich with freely exploitable semantic data sources. A considerable number of those sources concern geographical or travel data, usable for calculating travel destination relevance and semantic proximity.

One of the objectives of MERLOT 1 is to leverage the semantic data graphs to generate useful destination recommendations. We assume that the informational richness of those semantic data graphs can help us construct a flexible and versatile approach to destination recommendation, easily adaptable to users’ preferences and to the specifics of different scenarios in which the recommendations may take place. MERLOT 1 is not a front-end system. It works in the background of an e-tourism website in order to improve its capacity to better serve the user.

3.2 The relevance calculation & Destination Suggestion Process

MERLOT 1 replies to a query submitted by another system (such as a travel website). The query may contain information about the user's context (a destination he is considering to travel to), travel pages that the user viewed and the history of user's previous travel. This input is first treated by MERLOT 1 to transform it to semantic form. Two transformations, detailed in further text, are applied: extraction of date semantics and place disambiguation.

The objective of date semantics module is to transform the dates of users desired travel, as well as past travels, to semantic classes such as "weekend", "bank holiday", "summer holiday". Such classes will help adapt the recommendations to the type of trip that the user is interested in. Place disambiguation concerns the transformation of place names, as provided by the user or by the travel website to standardized names used in semantic data sources. In addition to semantically processing the request data, the system stores the received queries as “history” for further use when calculating the semantic proximities. Such a history is by definition more diverse than the history data of any particular website as it contains queries collected from various websites – clients of MERLOT 1. Using historical data, as well as the available semantic data sources, the system then calculates the...
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2 http://linkeddata.org/
similarity scores of candidate destinations with the destinations in the user query. We call the similarity measure used by MERLOT 1 the geo-semantic proximity as it calculates both the proximity of two destinations with regards to their geographical distance and with regards to their distance in the semantic graph. We present this measure in more details in further text, as well as the alternative measures that can be used in its place. In the final step the system ranks the alternative destinations with regards to their geo-semantic proximity scores.

In the following subsections we describe the different parts of the recommendation process in more details.

3.3 Input

The query that is provided as an input to the system consists of several trips: a desired trip, for which the user is considering buying a ticket and generally a list of previous trips. Each trip consists of two places – place of origin and a destination, as well as of two dates – the date of ongoing trip and of return trip.

A query does not always have all those elements. For instance, it is possible to imagine a query without the history of past trips in the case of a user new to the system. It is also possible to imagine a query only with the history of past trips in case the user did not yet specify his desired destination, and the travel website of his choice is using MERLOT 1 to generate recommendations in anticipation of his search.

In the context of BR, the input consists of a list of travel offers found in pages previously visited by the user. Existing BR systems already track and rely on such a list of pages that is put in correspondence with a particular e-commerce catalogue of products in order to determine products that the user consulted by browsing the pages from the history.

3.4 Place Disambiguation

The place disambiguation concerns a mapping of keywords (or taxonomic entities) referring to places in the user query to a finite set of concepts used to describe those same places in the semantic data graphs.

$$\text{disambiguate} : K \cup T \rightarrow C \quad (1)$$

Disambiguate is a function that provides, for a given keyword (from the set of all keywords K) or a given taxonomical entity from the taxonomy of places T used by a particular travel website, a corresponding concept defined in a semantic graph of concepts C. For instance, for a given keyword “Paris, France”, this function would return the concept http://dbpedia.org/resource/Paris provided that DBPedia.org is a chosen semantic graph. This transformation allows to use a unified set of destination identifiers in all calculations and avoid ambiguity and identity problems.

Existing methods, such as concept extractors for text (e.g. Zemanta\(^3\), OpenCalais\(^4\), DBPedia Spotlight\(^5\)), can be used to perform this transformation, and for this reason, we assume that the place disambiguation task is feasible (either by using one of those services or their small adaptations).

3.5 Date Semantics

The phase of date semantics processing consists of determining if any significant date classes appear within the travel period cornered by a trip. For instance if a trip is short and contains a week-end it is indicative that it is a weekend trip, the nature of which is often different than the trips taken in summer for summer holidays. Users often choose different destinations for different types of trips and the motivation behind the discovery of the class of dates is to better understand the likely user intention and adapt the recommendations to it. For the moment we are using the following list of date classes, that we may extend or refine in the future: weekend, bank holiday and summer holiday.

If several classes may be attributed to one time interval we chose only one – the dominant one. We consider that bank holiday is dominant over weekend, and that summer holiday is dominant over bank holiday. The intuition behind this approach is that the less frequent date class is more likely to be the reason for traveling on the given dates than the more frequent one.

Thanks to the available open data sources it is possible to determine the date class automatically. By looking up dates on DBPedia.org it is possible to decide if a particular time interval contains a weekend, a bank holiday in the country of origin. Additionally, longer holidays on places with a beach in summer may easily be labeled as summer holidays. The date class determination is thus a feasible and rather simple task that will prove very useful later on.

In the case the travel offers that the user consulted contained no particular dates, then the data semantics analysis cannot be performed. This step is thus optional.

3.6 Destination Similarity Calculation

Following the Place Disambiguation and Date Semantics Processing phases, the data is transformed in the form of trips (desired and past) in the following form:

$$T = <P_o, P_d, D_o, D_d, D_C> \quad (2)$$

A trip T consists of:

- Po - a URI identifying a place of origin in a given semantic graph
- Pd – a URI identifying a destination place in a given semantic graph
- Do – the date of outward trip (optional)
- Dd – the date of return trip (optional)
- DC – the dominant date class (optional)

The data consists of two main elements: the semantic user profile, which consists of past trips in the semantic form and the current travel query, consisting of one trip in the semantic form.

The main task of the Destination Similarity Calculation is to calculate the similarity scores of available destination alternatives and rank them with regards to the likelihood that they will interest the user either as alternative destinations to his current travel project, or as inspiring destinations that might motivate him to consider undertaking a new trip.

$$\text{sim}(P_D, P_c) = \sum_{P_d \in PD} \text{sim}(P_d, P_c) \quad (3)$$

The similarity function calculates the similarity of a candidate place destination, P_c, to a set of given place destinations PD. The set PD may contain one destination Pd that the user specified in his query, or may contain several destinations found in the history of user trips. All of them may be taken into account when searching for the most appropriate alternative destination. Ideally, the similarity scores can be precalculated to a certain extent to
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\(^1\) http://developer.zemanta.com/
\(^2\) http://www.opencalais.com/
\(^3\) http://dbpedia.org/spotlight/usersmanual
accelerate the operation of the destination recommendation engine.

3.6.1 Hybrid Geo-semantic Proximity Calculation

Hybrid Geo-semantic Proximity (HGSP) is the core destination measure used by MERLOT 1. This measure combines two proximity scores: the score of proximity in the semantic graph of concepts (semprox) and the score of proximity by geographical distance (dist).

\[
\text{simHGSP}(Pd, Pc) = \text{semprox}(Pd, Pc) \cdot \text{dist}(Pd, Pc)
\]  (4)

The geographical distance (dist) assures that the suggested destination alternatives are not in disproportion to the distance that the user is willing to travel. Suggesting a traveler from Paris interested in going to Cannes to travel to Hawaii instead would be inappropriate, despite the level of semantic similarity between Cannes and Hawaii destinations. The role of dist function is thus primarily in filtering. It augments the score of semantic proximity for places on the similar distance to the initial distance that the user was willing to pass, tolerates places found on a much shorter distance and penalizes the places found on much greater distance. The motivation for such a function is the intuition that users might more likely prefer to travel within similar or shorter distance to those initially planned.

\[
dist(Pd, Pc) = \begin{cases} 
2, & \text{if } \text{geoDist}(Pd, Pc) - \text{geoDist}(Pc, Pc) \geq \delta \cdot \text{geoDist}(Pd, Pc) \\
1, & \text{if } (1 - \delta) \cdot \text{geoDist}(Pd, Pc) < \text{geoDist}(Pc, Pc) < (1 + \delta) \cdot \text{geoDist}(Pd, Pc) \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]  (5)

As shown in equation 5, the dist function associates the value 2 to the places Pc found on a similar distance from the place of origin Pc as the place where users initially wanted to travel Pd. This geographical distance is expressed by the function geoDist. A threshold \(\delta\) is used to define how great the difference in distance can be tolerated for a candidate place to be considered close enough. In our experiments we use \(\delta = 0.2\), so the places found on a distance 20% shorter or greater than the initial distance (geoDist(Pd, Pc)) that the user was prepared to pass, can be considered as close enough. For the places found in a distance much shorter than those specified by the threshold, the dist function asserts the value 1, and considers them as the second best choice. For the places found in a distance greater than the threshold, the dist function attributes an exponentially decreasing value in function of the actual distance. Such places will obtain values of dist lower then 1.

The semprox function quantifies the strength of connections between the initial destination place Pd and the place candidate Pc in a semantic graph. The semantic graph G is composed of a set of informational resources, a subset of which (D) designate places – destinations that are linked with typed links, where T is the set of link types. We define a rather simple graph proximity function, that only takes into account the number and the length of paths that two resources in the graph. To improve the performance of the proximity function in the future it is possible to include more advanced weighting functions. Our function, formalized by the formula 6, calculates the graph proximity of places Pd and Pc in a semantic graph G. We used DBpedia as the semantic graph, but any other graph (or their combinations) may be used in the future. According to our formula the semprox proximity of two places is calculated by taking into account all the paths in the graph that exist between these two places. For each path a score is calculated based on the length of the path and the importance of the graph pattern that the path fits into.

\[
\text{semprox}(Pd, Pc) = \sum_{p \in \text{path}(Pd, Pc)} \frac{\text{importance}(p)}{\text{length}(p)}
\]  (6)

The importance function allows fine-tuning the approach and giving more priority to places connected over paths that are more indicative of their semantic similarity. It is this function that allows leveraging the semantic nature of links and taking into account the different types of links and paths. Different importance functions may be used. In the actual version of the system, we used a simple importance function defined by the equation 7. In the future, it would be possible to even further refine this function to focus only on particular link types that prove to be the most significant over time.

\[
\text{importance}(p) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \exists t \in T, p \text{ confirms to a pattern } t \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]  (7)

Our important function asserts the value 1 to a path p if p confirms to a pattern t from the predefined set of preferred patterns T. Out set T consists of the patterns represented graphically on the figure below. This particular selection is the result of observations of data structures in the DBpedia graph. The chosen graph patterns show best performance and link the most similar destinations to one another.

Figure 3. Example of graph patterns

Our patterns cover the paths established between a place Pd and Pc so that, both Pd and Pc are the targets of links of the same type (represent the values of the same property typeOILink1) reaching from either the same concept (image on the left) or connected concepts (image on the right). In the former case, the concepts can be connected with the paths of variable types and it is the length(p) function that will allow us to factor in this length when calculating the score of proximity established over a particular path. An example of an eligible path could be established over a concept that represents an event, for instance Olympic Games, that is connected with the concepts representing Paris and London with the link type “heldIn”. While the fact that the same event took place in a particular city some time ago would rarely motivate someone to visit that city, when calculating place similarity this fact may be useful. Similar events are often organized in similar places, and we indeed observed in our data that this pattern is an interesting one to follow.

In practice, we calculate the semprox measure by running SPARQL queries on DBpedia to retrieve the candidate places Pc that are findable in the graph proximity of the initial destination Pd, on paths that confirm to our path patterns. Once the place candidates have been collected and the paths lengths calculated it is easy to calculate the semprox value.

The calculation of the geographical distance is also possible by relying on DBpedia data about the geographic coordinates of places Pd and Pc. In practice, in order to co-accelerate the calculation process, we perform a single SPARQL query containing both the conditions for semprox and dist functions.
4. Preliminary Evaluation
Performing a thoroughly complete evaluation would actually require us to implement a bidding system of our own and calculate the click-through rate, which at this early stage of research we are not yet able to do. We thus perform a preliminary user study where we isolate the behavior of our interest and question a panel of Internet users (mixed and aged 23-35) about the likelihood that they click on the ads proposed by our system and by the baseline.

4.1 Baseline
The baseline that we compare with is the popular Criteo engine. Among its clients, Criteo is used by a French travel website, that also uses MERLOT 1 to recommend travel on their website. Both Criteo and MERLOT 1 are installed to track user browsing history on this website, averaging 60k unique visitors a month. The Criteo ads of this advertiser are displayed on the website of “So Foot”6. MERLOT 1 and Criteo system use two different approaches, this allows us to compare our proposed semantic approach to what we believe is a machine learning collaborative filtering approach, used by the baseline on the same input data and on the same e-commerce offer catalogue.

4.2 Experiment procedure
We established a questionnaire online and asked the participants to perform the following steps:

The main steps that participants followed are:

1. Participants put themselves into the scenario of looking for options for their next travel. They had to imagine a concrete occasion for travel (for instance next holidays).
2. They went to the mentioned French travel website, and were asked to consider at least 3 offers available there (i.e. visit at least 3 pages with travel offers)
3. They were redirected to the So Foot website, where the baseline systems showed its ads on a right sidebar. They evaluated each of the 3 offers according to a Five-Level Relevance Scale.
4. The evaluation form led them to a page similar to So Foot, where on the same placement on the right, 3 offers from MERLOT 1 were placed instead of the baseline ones. They evaluated each of the 3 offers according to the same scale.
5. They gave an overall impression and a free comment.

The system randomly changed the order of steps 3 and 4.

The Five-Level Relevance Scale that we used is:

1. This offer doesn’t interest me at all.
2. This offer might be interesting but I don’t click.
3. This offer seems interesting but I hesitate to click.
4. This offer is interesting and I click to know more.
5. This offer is very interesting and I click to know more.

4.3 Metrics
We used four metrics to gauge the relevance performance: Total number of offers corresponding to each level, Precision, Recall and F1 score.

\[\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{number of relevant offers}}{\text{total number of offers}}\]

Recall is modified to adapt to our situation. Since participants evaluated only the displayed ads. We don’t know their appreciation about the non-displayed ads. The modified recall is the number of relevant offers divided by the total number of relevant offers of the two systems.

\[\text{modified recall} = \frac{\text{number of relevant offers}}{\text{total number of relevant offers of the 2 systems}}\]

\[F_1 = 2 \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}\]

4.4 Results & Discussion
33 participants answered our questionnaire. Here are the results of the metrics mentioned above.

![Figure 4. Total number of offers corresponding to each level](image)

![Figure 5. Results of precision metric](image)

![Figure 6. Results of recall metric](image)
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6 http://www.sofoot.com/
click data as opposed to explicit user interrogation that we used in the paper – which has the merit of providing detailed insight, but had to be performed on smaller sample volumes.
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